
Over 250 New Items for Fall Riding
Free Shipping on Orders Over $35

FALL 2022

New World  
Dressage Champion  
LeMieux sponsored 
rider Lottie Fry  
on Glamourdale



A. NEW! EQUILINE EGRAE SWEATER
A smart choice in a cashmere-and-wool blend 
that provides softness and warmth. A classic 
V-neck sweater with the natural breathability, 
moisture-wicking properties of wool. It  
dries quickly and retains its shape. Black.  
Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10).  
Made in Europe. 
203696  $249.00

B. NEW! EQUILINE ERANZEF 
FULL-GRIP TIGHT
A premium, high-stretch fabric with superior 
breathability. This high-rise style with zip pocket 
in the back of the pull-on waistband. Silicone 
full-grip system along the seat and inner legs. 
Black. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10). 
Imported. 
351474  $229.00

C. NEW! EQUILINE ETRAEF  
FULL-SEAT BREECH
A classic breech that delivers year-round comfort 
in bonded B-Move material. Quick drying and 
super stretchy. Full grip system offers in-saddle 
stability and assists with the smallest of aids to 
your horse. Mid-rise, front pockets. Blue, camel. 
Ladies’ 22-32, regular. Made in Italy.
351473  $389.00

Beautifully crafted in Italy, this
collection combines timeless elegance  

and heirloom quality with innovation 
and modern technologies. 

A

B

Camel

C 
Blue

NEW SEASON, NEW STYLES!

    Fresh favorites 
     for fall riding!
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A. NEW! PIKEUR® 
SANNE SWEATSHIRT
Classic sweatshirt material with soft inner 
surface has added stretch to let you move 
freely. With rhinestone brand details to 
add a touch of sparkly feminine style. 
Ash gold, black olive. Ladies’ US(EU), 
4(32), 6(US 34), 8(36), 10(38), 12(40), 
14(42). Imported. 
203671 $200.00

B. NEW! PIKEUR® SAREEN 
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
This quarter-zip design is delightfully soft 
and stretchy. Breathable fabric washes 
easily, dries quickly. Finished with elegant 
rhinestone logo details. Ash gold, night 
sky. Ladies’ US(EU), 4(32), 6(US 34), 
8(36), 10(38), 12(40), 14(42). Imported.
203672  $200.00

C. NEW! PIKEUR® FELI VEST
Made with meticulous attention to detail, 
this water-repellent design delivers core 
warmth. Four-way stretch soft-shell 
panels. 120 grams of Comfortemp® 
quality fill insulation. Dove blue.  
Ladies’ US(EU), 4(32), 6(US 34), 8(36), 
10(38), 12(40), 14(42). Imported. 
401256  $220.00

D. NEW! PIKEUR® LISHA  
FULL-SEAT JEAN BREECH
A flattering jean-styled design in premium stretch-
cotton denim. Pikeur’s popular medium-high waistband 
and attractive seam lines combine for your best look. 
Silicone print full seat provides substantial grip.  
Denim black, denim blue. Ladies’ US(EU) 24(36), 
26(38), 28(40), 30(42), 32(44), 34(46). Imported.
351451  $375.00

Internationally famous for exceptional fit 
and quality, Pikeur® represents the finest in 
German design, updated fabrics and colors. 

C

D 
Denim
Blue

A 
Ash Gold
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Ash Gold

Black Olive
Night Sky

Denim Black
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NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
CECILIA JACKET
A stylish layering essential for cold-
weather riding. Water-repellent quilted 
nylon shell with poly fill insulation. 
Removable hood. Stand collar. Two-way 
front zip for ease in the saddle. Bottle, 
blue nights. Ladies´ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.  
401251   $195.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
ROXANA JACKET
A luxurious yet sporty design. Styled with 
a high stand collar, the fitted shape is lined 
in plush, cozy velvet. Elasticized binding 
snug wrists and hem. Two-way zip front. 
Secure zip pockets. Blue nights, wine. 
Ladies´ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
203659   $135.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE ROSE VEST
A cold-weather riding essential. Water-repellent quilted nylon shell with bonded 
lightweight poly fill insulation. Tall stand collar. Two-way front zip. Zip pockets.  
Wine, blue nights. Ladies´ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
401250   $135.00

Wine

Blue 
Nights

Bottle

Blue Nights

Wine Blue Nights
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NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE WINTER PAGE SHIRT
Comfortable, practical and stylish, this updated quarter-neck is fashioned of soft, stretchy 
knit with a soft brushed interior. Ideal as a base or top layer. Sporty seaming for sleek fit. 
Blue nights, bottle, wine. Ladies´ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203661   $80.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
CAROLINA SWEATSHIRT
One to reach for when the barn calls in 
chilly weather. Cozy and classic hoodie 
design shaped with princess seaming. 
Jersey-lined hood. Sparkling rhinestone 
accents. Zip handwarmer pockets.  
Blue nights. Ladies´ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
203660   $110.00

NEW!  SCHOCKEMÖHLE WINTER 
JULINA FULL-SEAT BREECH
A premium cold-weather design for winter 
riding. Mid-rise front-zip and yoked-back 
waist for enhanced fit. Silicone print full 
seat for ideal grip. Rhinestone accents. 
Front-zip, back-welt pockets. Blue nights. 
Ladies´ 24(36), 26(38), 28(40), 30(42), 
32(44). Imported.
351439   $219.00

Founded in 2005, Schöckemohle Sports offers riding 
apparel that delivers style, high performance and a polished 

look for both schooling and competition arenas. 

Blue 
Nights

WineBottle
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A. NEW! CAVALLO® EDERA  
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
A polished look in lightweight, stretchy material 
with elegant mandarin collar crystal logo accents 
and tonal brand artwork with silver accents. 
Covered zip placket. Dark blue, red wine. Ladies’ 
XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported. 
203664  $85.00

B. NEW! CAVALLO® ELVY SWEATSHIRT
This classic hoodie with cozy brushed inner is a great 
choice for casual comfort. Ribbed trim seals out chill. 
Cavallo brand details finish the look. Dusty mint.  
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported. 
203663  $115.00

C. NEW! CAVALLO® ELEXA VEST
This slightly fitted vest enhances your riding profile. Fashionably quilted, lightly insulated 
with equestrian-print lining. Cozy stand collar, a feminine fit and two-way front zip. Secure 
zip pockets. Powder lilac, dark blue. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported.
401254  $110.00

E. NEW! CAVALLO® CAMILLE 
FULL-GRIP BREECH
The comfort of riding tights with 
the look of traditional breeches. 
Popular stretch fabric and silicone 
grip full seat. Wide, flattering 
waistband with belt loops, zip  
fly and double-clasp closure.  
Dusty mint, red wine. Ladies’ 
24(36), 26(38), 28(40), 30(42), 
32(44).  Imported.
351446  $155.00

D. NEW! CAVALLO® CANDISS MOBILE FULL-GRIP BREECH 
A modern riding legging with classic breech details. Soft, comfortable stretch fabric  
with patented full seat for extra support and flexibility in the saddle. Dark blue.  
Ladies’ 24(36), 26(38), 28(40), 30(42), 32(44).  Imported.
351447  $140.00

Dusty Mint

Dark Blue

Dark
Blue

Powder 
Lilac

B

A

Cavallo produces high-quality equestrian 
apparel and is proud to be the outfitter 

of the German Olympics Committee 
for Riding for the past 30 years.

Red Wine

D E

C

Red Wine
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A. NEW! B VERTIGO IRIS TRAINING SHIRT
Keeps up with your every move in soft, extreme-stretch material. Princess seams create 
a body-conscious fit. Breathable mesh fabric adds cooling under the sleeves. Zip placket 
and reflective logo prints on sleeve and back. Dark navy. Ladies’ US (EU) 4(34), 6(36), 
8(38), 10(40), 12(42), 14(44). Imported. 
203670  $79.99

C. B VERTIGO LADIES’ TIFFANY 
SILICONE GRIP FULL-SEAT BREECH
An elegant breech offerinwg a flattering, 
supportive fit. Four-way stretch Opti-Pro 
fabric is breathable, moisture-wicking and 
comfortable. High-quality silicone grip seat 
provides reliable hold. High waist, front pockets 
and stretch panel bottoms. Scarab green.  
Ladies’ 22-34, regular. Imported.
350823   $219.99

B. NEW! B VERTIGO ERICA 
BAMBOO SWEATSHIRT
Updates a classic style with modern material made 
from sustainable bamboo fibers and recycled poly. 
Offers an easy fit and ample stretch.  
Ribbed collar, cuffs and hem. Logo embroidery. 
Dark navy, shiitake beige. Ladies’ US(EU) 4(34), 
6(36), 8(38), 10(40), 12(42), 14(44). Imported. 
203669  $89.99

Dark
Navy

B

Shiitake 
Beige

A

C

B Vertigo combines fashion-forward styling and quality 
throughout its riding apparel. Refreshing colors and exciting 

technical design details highlight the brand’s attire. 
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B. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK LEILA 
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
Beautifully made, athletically inspired. 
Lightweight, four-way stretch fabric 
rated UPF 30. Antibacterial odor control 
and cooling mesh inserts. Feminine fit, 
quarter- zip styling with contrast stand 
collar and raglan sleeves. Sage botanical.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203650  $92.00

C. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK FIORI 
LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
A feminine, sporty addition to your 
performance wardrobe. Featuring a 
beautiful botanical print in lightweight 
technical fabric with four-way stretch 
for ease of movement. UPF 30 and 
antibacterial odor control. Cooling  
mesh inserts. Sage botanical.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
203651  $96.00

A. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK 
STEPH LONG-SLEEVE  
SOLID SHIRT
Coverage and comfort for riding! 
Lightweight, four-way stretch fabric.  
Rated UPF 30 with antibacterial 
properties to resist odors. Quarter-zip 
placket and breathable mesh inserts.  
Burgundy, asphalt/rose, spruce.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16).  Imported.  
203652  $79.00

Signature style, optimal  
performance. Find more at  

DressageExtensions.com/Kastel

A 
Burgundy

Kastel features fashionable, 
feminine and functional sun shirts 

offering UPF 30 sun protection 
and antibacterial properties.  

Asphalt 
Rose Spruce

B

C
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D. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK  
ARIANA LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
So pretty, so practical. Kastel signature 
botanical print gives it charm; the stretchy 
sport knit makes it great for everyday 
activities. Flattering quarter-zip silhouette 
in lightweight fabric with UPF 30,  
four-way stretch and antibacterial odor 
control. Asphalt artichoke botanical.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
203655  $96.00

E. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK  
MAUREEN LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
Comfortable and contemporary. 
Exclusive artichoke botanical print lends 
a cool vibe; flattering contrast panels 
visually slim the sides. Crewneck styling 
and raglan sleeves. Asphalt artichoke 
botanical. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),  
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203656  $82.00

F. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK  
PENELOPE LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
This pretty, athletic design is sleek and 
sporty. In soft, lightweight four-way stretch 
fabric rated UPF 30 with antibacterial 
properties to prevent odor buildup and 
cooling mesh inserts. Feminine fit and 
quarter-zip styling. Baroque rose beauty. 
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203653  $92.00

G. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK ROSA 
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
A lovely print makes this a must-have 
addition to your riding wardrobe. 
Highlighted by a gorgeous allover  
horse-and-rose print in soft, lightweight 
fabric with built-in odor resistance 
provides UPF 30. Baroque rose beauty. 
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.   
203654  $96.00

E

G

D

F
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PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS
•  Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
•  Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Slim fitting ankle
•  Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations
381287   $1350.00

HANDCRAFTED  
perfection 

PETRIE OLYMPIC  
DRESSAGE BOOTS
•  Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
•  Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11;  

with 13 calf combinations.
381288   $900.00

PETRIE SYDNEY  
DRESSAGE BOOTS
• Soft Leather with Leather Lining
• Back zipper with protective snap flap
• Stretch panel gusset 
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
•  Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11;  

with 4 calf combinations
381289    $325.00

Short Medium. X-small, small, medium, large calf. Tall 
Medium. XX-small, X-small, small, medium, large calf. 
Tall. X-small, medium calf. 
381103   $1,030.00

DENIRO® RAFFAELLO DRESSAGE BOOTS
Standout dressage style with exceptional craftsmanship. 
Hand-crafted from grain calfskin leather inside and 
out. Features DeNiro’s Water Resistant Advanced 
Treatment (WRAT). YKK® zipper. Streamlined silhouette. 
Contemporary slightly squared toe. Vibram® anti-slip 
outer sole for security in the stirrups. Black.  
European sizes 37-41. 

DENIRO® SALENTO DRESS BOOTS
Elegant, classic jumping boot for show and everyday. 
Italian grain calfskin leather inside and out. Spanish 
topline, full-length rear zipper. Sober top design, dual side 
spur studs. Anti-slip Vibram® outsole. Black. European 
sizes 37-41.   

Size charts and more information available online

Some sizes may be available by special order only.  
Short Medium. Small, medium calf. Tall Medium. 
XX-small, X-small, small, medium calf. Tall. X-small calf.
381102   $859.00
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KASK KOOKI HELMET**
A unique equestrian helmet beautifully 
suited to everyday riding, Great for 
riders in every discipline. Soft eco-leather 
chin strap. Black Matte. Sizes 63⁄4-77/8. 
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
360017   $449.00

PRODUCT OF ITALY

KASK DOGMA HUNTER HELMET**
Technological excellence and elegant 
styling. KASK’s patented self-adapting 
adjusting system allows an automatic fit  
for the rider. View all colors online. Sizes  
63/8-73/8. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36933   $549.00

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning
Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products 
ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, 
impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. 
Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered 
for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI 
standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By 
purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and 
voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all 
responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details 
see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

CHARLES OWEN HALO  
MIPS® HELMET**
With the advanced brain protection 
technology called the Multi-Directional 
Impact Protection System (MIPS).  
Black/black gloss ring. Sizes 63/8-71⁄2.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36969    $599.00

Navy Matte/
Gloss ring

CHARLES OWEN LUNAHELMET**
Low-profile design meets top safety 
standards. Innovative 360° ventilation. 
Extra headbands sold separately. View all 
colors online. Sizes 63/8-71⁄2.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36971    $299.00

Matte Black

TIPPERARY™ ROYAL HELMET**
Elegant and lightweight. High-density 
ABS shell, EPS foam liner, Tipperary Fit 
System™. Nine cooling channels. Synthetic 
leather harness has clip buckle and chin 
pad. View full range of colors/trim online.  
Sizes S(61⁄2-63⁄4), M(67/8-71/8), L(71/4-71⁄2).   
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36788   $229.99

TIPPERARY™ WINDSOR  
HELMET WITH MIPS®**
Leading-edge helmet technology with 
style and comfort. High-density ABS shell 
with Multi-Directional Impact Protection 
System (MIPS). View full range of  
colors/trim online. Sizes S(61⁄2-63⁄4), 
M(67⁄8-71⁄8), L(71⁄4-71⁄2).  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36834   $399.99

Black Matte/ 
Chrome/
Crocodile

BlackBlack
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SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
MALIBU BRIDLE
Elegant anatomically shaped with half 
rolled, half flat cheek pieces. Noseband 
almost 2" at the widest with cut outs at 
cheek bones giving more space for the bit. 
Features nicely padded pressure reducing 
head piece, chin pad and noseband. Hook 
and stud buckles. Reins not included. 
Black/silver. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
120350   $375.00

SCHOCKEMÖHLE VENICE 
DOUBLE BRIDLE
Anatomically shaped Weymouth with 
rolled cheek pieces becoming flat at 
headstall attachment. Noseband almost 
2" at the widest. Features nicely padded, 
pressure reducing head piece, chin pad 
and noseband. Hook and stud buckles. 
Reins not included. Black/silver. Sizes cob, 
full, oversize. 
120354   $425.00

RAMBO® MICKLEM® 
COMPETITION BRIDLE*
High-quality, leather, softly padded for 
your horse’s comfort. The D-ring has 
been removed from the noseband for a 
cleaner show ring-ready look. Stainless steel 
hardware. ⅝" rubber reins included. Black, 
dark Havana. Sizes pony, cob, full, oversize.
12976   $229.95

Dark 
Havana

Black

*FEI approved for use in dressage where snaff le bridles are permitted. Suitable for show jumping and cross 
country competitions. Check with your organization for other eligibility.

PASSIER® STARLIGHT  
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A brilliant masterpiece in high-quality 
leather features an anatomically formed 
and softly padded crownpiece. Softly 
lined patent leather noseband avoids 
uncomfortable pressure. Accented for 
sparkle with clear, premium quality 
crystals. Reins included. Black. Sizes cob, 
full, oversize. Imported. 
120530   $442.00
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PASSIER® INGRID 
KLIMKE SNAFFLE 
BRIDLE
Combines refined styling 
and pressure relief. 
Crafted from top-quality 
leather with softly lined 
crownpiece and elegant 
wave browband. Reins are 
included. Black. Sizes cob, 
full, oversize. Imported.
120531   $369.00

PASSIER® ATLAS DOUBLE BRIDLE
Comfortable for the horse, stylish for the 
rider. Crafted of the finest bridle leather 
and fitted with stainless steel hardware. 
Softly padded, anatomically shaped design 
relieves pressure on the horse’s poll and 
ears. Wave browband is embedded with 
crystals. Snaffle and curb reins included.
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120533   $570.00

PASSIER® ATLAS 
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Crafted from top-quality 
luxurious leather with 
anatomically shaped, 
softly padded crownpiece 
and all-around padding. 
Stainless steel fittings; hook 
stud closures. Includes 
reins. Black. Sizes cob, full, 
oversize. Imported. 
120532   $442.00

PASSIERBLU® DREAM  
DOUBLE BRIDLE
Exceptionally horse friendly with a 
comfortable fit that effectively relieves 
pressure in key areas. Crafted from 
luxurious, top-quality leather with an 
anatomically shaped crownpiece. Snaffle 
and curb reins included. Black. Sizes cob, 
full, oversize. Imported.
120158   $400.00

PASSIERBLU® SPIRIT 
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
This bridle has comfort 
features that make it ideal 
even for the most sensitive 
horse. Anatomically 
shaped noseband. Web 
reins with hand stops and 
reins stops are included. 
Black. sizes cob, full, 
oversize. Imported. 
120159   $263.00

ERGONOMIC, ANATOMIC  Comfort

Beautiful bridles handcrafted from top-quality 
leather and  guaranteed to meet the highest 
standards of quality.
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LEMIEUX® ACOUSTIC  
PRO FLY HOOD 
Improved shape compatible with 
anatomical bridles. Helps support your 
horse’s concentration and relaxation in 
performance. Absorbs sharp noises using 
a layer of dense micro-foam. Soft bamboo 
fabric lining ensures maximum comfort. 
Black, navy. Size large.  
23347   $79.95

Black Navy

Ice Blue

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN  
FLY BONNET
Offers sophistication and class. 
Beautifully crafted with a body in 
three-way close-knit crochet. Trimmed 
in elegant cord and accented with the 
luxurious satin of the signature collection. 
Ice blue, mulberry, black, navy, ink blue. 
Size large.
23320   $59.95

LEMIEUX® CLASSIC FLY HOOD
Designed for the competitive ride with 
beautiful style and function. Quality, 
three-way crochet body accented with 
braiding. Soft and stretchy Lycra® ear 
covers. Stays snug and secure when  
used under a bridle. Mulberry, ice blue. 
Size large. 
23298   $49.95

Mulberry

Gray

LEMIEUX® POLO WRAPS
Luxury wraps make beautiful exercise 
bandages. Made from the highest  
quality pill-resistant fleece. Sold in a set 
of four wraps with their own zipped carry 
case. Gray, ice blue, black, white, navy, 
mulberry. 4.2 yards long. Size large.  
26038   $49.95

LeMieux Loire Satin Colection in Ice Blue

LEMIEUX® LOIRE  
SATIN POLO BANDAGES
Luxurious satin fabric detailing Made  
of highest quality fleece to avoid pilling.  
Set of four. Ice blue, black, white, navy, 
ink blue, mulberry. 121⁄2'L.
26045   $62.95

Ice Blue

Trend-setting designs that deliver 
precision performance. For full 
selection of styles & colors, visit 

DressageExtensions.com/LeMieux
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White

LEMIEUX® MERINO+ HALF-LINED 
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Retains softness and shape with daily wear. 
Lambswool integrated backing fabric to retain 
softness after washing. Quilted top, contoured 
spine, high-density merino wool panels and 
girth loops.  Black/black, white/natural,  
navy/navy. Size large. 231⁄2" spine; 21" drop. 
190399   $199.95

Black

LEMIEUX® PROSPORT COTTON  
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Contoured, high wither swan neck design allows 
freedom of motion. Super-soft bamboo lining 
absorbs and controls sweat under the saddle. 
Girth straps with an optional inner locking loop 
help prevent slipping. White, black. Size large. 
241⁄2" spine; 42" drop. 
190277   $79.95

COLORFUL style & comfort

LEMIEUX® PRO-SORB  
PLAIN HALF PAD
A simple solution to adjusting saddle fit. Shock-
absorbing Closed Cell Elastomeric Nitrile Rubber 
Foam create a front riser, back riser or correct 
bilateral imbalance. Set of four 13mm thick 
insert pads with extra set of four 9mm thick pads. 
Black. Medium 19.7" spine; 7.9" drop. Large 
20.7" spine; 8.8" drop.
190241   $105.95

LEMIEUX® SUEDE DRESSAGE 
 SQUARE PAD
A beautiful suede top sets new standards. 
Designed to fit a wide range of dressage saddles 
with its high wither cut, elasticized D-ring tabs 
and LeMieux’s signature girth protection area. 
Breathable bamboo lining. Mulberry, ink blue, 
black, navy, white, gray, ice blue. 211⁄2" spine; 
22" drop. 
190236   $79.95

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC  
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Woven satin fabric gives a beautiful sheen. 
Bamboo lining, contoured topline and 
signature girth protection behind girth loops. 
D-ring attachments. Navy, ink blue, mulberry, 
black, white, ice blue. Size large. 221/4" spine; 
211⁄2" drop. 
190391   $109.95

Black

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN MEMORY 
FOAM DRESSAGE PAD
Colorful and sophisticated. Made of woven 
satin fabric with an understated sheen. Memory 
foam collar to support front of saddle. Matching 
cording on edge and embossed metal motif. 
Black, navy, white, gray, ice blue. 22" spine;  
42" drop. 
190473   $129.95

Mulberry

Navy
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Innovative Comfort 
Contemporary Style

AB. SCHOCKEMÖHLE RUBBER-LINED REINS
Fully lined, sturdy webbing, soft, smooth feel. Details  
at DressageExtensions.com/DuraSoftReins
03289     LIST $135.00     SALE $108.00

A. SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE
Quality leather; two browbands included. See full 
selection at DressageExtensions.com/Schockemöle
120146   $355.00

199

Valid through 12/24/22. Not valid on previous purchases.
While supplies last. Discount applied at checkout,  
not applicable to tax and shipping charges.

B




